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FOREWORD

The field work was carried out during the summer season of 1975.

This report is, therefore, a follow-up on the information given in

Report No. 1 (June, 1975) and Report No. 2 (July-August, 1975), and

includes retroactive analyses of field notes.
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I. Summary of Objectives, Conclusions and Implications with Respect to OCS

Oil and Gas Development.

This project is dedicated to the study of the ecology and behavior

of the Sooty Shearwater (Puffinus griseus) and Short-tailed Shearwater

(P. tenuirostris), when they occur in Alaskan coastal waters (OCS),

during the northern summer. This research will be used by Juan Guzman,

in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of

Science at the University of Calgary, in accordance with Work Statement R.U.#239,

attached to Contract No. 03-5-022-78.

Objectives. The following is the overall objective of this research:

to learn what are the basic reasons for the presence of Southern

Hemisphere seabirds in such large numbers in the Alaskan Outer Conti-

nental Shelf Zone from May to September each year, and delineate (i)

the distribution, (ii) regional movements and responses to environmental

influences and (iii) the ecological requirements, of populations of

these shearwaters.

Conclusions and Implications. The Southern Hemisphere shearwaters mainly

occupy the Continental Shelf of Alaska rather than zones close inshore

or farther out over deeper water. They do not appear to compete with

local breeding species of seabirds. Much more data needs to be collected

on the oceanographic and climatic determinants of their patchy distribu-

tion patterns and movements. Serious oil leaks that became widespread

or continuing pollution could, in certain localities or times, probably

so alter the food chains upon which shearwaters dependent as to

drastically reduce their numbers.
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II. Introduction

A. General Nature and Scope of Study.

The ecology and behavior of shearwaters (Order Procellariiformes,

Genus Puffinus) in open ocean areas during the non-breeding season has hardly

been studied at all until now in the North Pacific. Yet, millions of

these seabirds visit the North Pacific Ocean from the southern hemisphere

for several months each year.

This project is devoted to the ecology and behavior of the

Short-tailed Shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostris) and Sooty Shearwater

(P. griseus), when they occur over the Outer Continental Shelf of the

Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska during the northern summer. It is

necessary to refer to both species together in most of what follows

because they are not usually distinguishable in the field.

This study deals to a much lesser extent with other seabirds

when they interact with shearwaters. The possible impact of petroleum

on shearwaters is considered in relation to their distribution, the

biological and oceanographic characteristics of the study areas, and

the weather conditions.
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B. Specific Objectives.

1. The relationship between the distribution of the Short-tailed

Shearwater and Sooty Shearwater during the northern summer in the study

area and a) the food available to them, b) particular water conditions,

c) the distance from shore, and d) the passage of weather systems.

2. To obtain measurements and descriptions of captured specimens

and examine stomach contents, to determine differences i) between the

species, and also ii) between different populations of the same species

in different oceanic areas.

3. To study the plumage, molt and reproductive state of shear-

waters during the southern winter months, when it is assumed that they

are in non-reproductive state. Molt can be studied i) by means of

photographing flying and captured living birds, ii) examination of

specimens, and iii) by sampling feathers on the ocean surface.

4. To determine if there is any ecological interaction between

visiting shearwaters and North Pacific breeding species, and to analyze

the relative behavior of shearwaters and other seabirds when they

occur in mixed feeding flocks.

5. To correlate the directions of flight of moving flocks with

the pattern of passing weather systems (as suggested by Manikovsky, 1971).

6. The behavioral dynamics of shearwaters at both the individual

and flock (social) level.

7. Baseline residues of certain pollutants in tissues (to be

analyzed only if this can be carried out by another agency at no cost

to this project).

6
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C. Relevance to the Consequence of Probable Future Petroleum Development

of the OCS.

1. Before it is possible to determine whether oil does or does

not have an impact on the populations of shearwaters, a more prolonged

study of their movements and distribution over the OCS area is required.

The dispersal of oil over the surface of the water depends upon several

environmental factors (e.g. winds and currents) some of which are also

involved in bringing about the actual distribution and movements of elements in th

food chain. Data from other sources that will make this analysis

feasible have not been obtained, yet.

2. Analyses (of the types mentioned in section B7) for petroleum

levels in tissues, heavy metals in feathers, and also the nature of

plastic particles in gizzards would provide essential baseline data on

levels of petroleum and other pollutants in these, the most abundant

birds in the North Pacific and Bering Sea during the summer, against

which pollutant levels in future years can then be compared. However,

we have not received any support for such baseline studies. Up to this

time we have, therefore, confined ourselves to collecting a small

number of specimens in 1975 that have been kept frozen, so that analyses

of their tissues, feathers and stomach contents may when circumstances

allow it provide some of the information required. At least partly,

the analytical techniques necessary have not yet been fully developed.



III. Current State of Knowledge.

1. An "International Resource".

In summer the Short-tailed Shearwater and the Sooty Shearwater

are the most numerous species of seabirds over the Outer Continental

Shelf of the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea away from the immediate

coastline. Neither species breeds in Alaska, however. The Short-tailed

Shearwater is the "mutton bird" of Australian commerce. It makes a

circuit of the North Pacific Ocean during its annual migration, perhaps

to avoid unfavourable wind conditions during a return migration by the

same route. It has previously been reported to be the more common of

the two species in the Bering Sea and among the Aleutian Islands. The

Sooty Shearwater is supposed to be the more common of the two species in

the North Gulf Coast and in the waters of Southern Alaska. The OCS

Draft Study Plan (page 20) refers to such seabird populations of the

Gulf of Alaska as an "international resource", and this the shearwaters

from southern Chile, New Zealand and Australia certainly are. They

visit United States waters during their non-breeding season, occurring

in Alaskan waters during the period of winter in the Southern Hemisphere,

from May to September.

2. Present Ignorance of Shearwater Ecology at Sea, and the Importance

of the Alaska OCS Areas.

Despite the writings of Murie (1959), Gabrielson and Lincoln

(1959), Bartonek and Gibson (1972), Bartonek (1971, "102 statement-

description of bird resources along proposed tanker route from Port of

Valdez to southern terminals"), Isleib and Kessel (1973) and Martin

and Myres (1969), the ecology of shearwaters of the genus Puffinus is
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not well understood for the period of the year when they occur in the

Bering Sea and the northeasternmost North Pacific Ocean. It will

suffice to suggest that there must be good reasons for them coming

there, and that interference with the food chain on the OCS would

cause the virtual extinction of these most abundant birds, since they

evidently depend on the resources of the region for a large period of

the year.

3. Oil and Seabirds.

The history of incidents involving oil and seabirds is a long

one with an extensive literature, but differences in the effect of oil

on different taxa are not well known. Species behave in varying ways,

in the presence of oil on the surface of the water. Murres and

penguins dive, and Manx Shearwaters, gulls and kittiwakes fly away

(Bourne, 1968; Vermeer and Vermeer, 1975), but unfortunately most of

them react only after contact with the oil slick. Of the damage that

can be caused by oil, among the most important to consider is the oiling

of birds. The feathers of birds once oiled lose their waterproofing

quality, and consequently the birds lose their buoyancy and the capacity

to control the temperature of the body (Vermeer and Vermeer, 1975).

Another cause of seabird mortality, indirectly due to petroleum,

is starvation caused by loss of the food species upon which seabirds

depend. Few confirmed and documented examples have yet been studied

in detail, however.

The toxic effects of oil have been tested by Hartung and Hunt

(1966), who found that industrial oil caused lipid pneumonia, gut irri-

tation, fatty livers and adrenocortical hyperplasia when fed to ducks.
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Hartung (1963) found that birds preen around 50% of the oil from their

feathers in the first 8 days after oiling, but ingest most of this in

the process (in Vermeer and Vermeer, 1975). Peaker (1971), suggested

that oiling of birds could affect the activity of the salt glands, so

a serious physiological salt imblance could result.

The number of birds killed during a spill of oil depends

mainly on the characteristics of the "incident", physical conditions

of the environment (currents, weather, distance offshore), season of

the year, proximity to colonies and species of birds present in the

area. Tanis and Morzer Bruijns (1969), estimated that 150,000 to

400,000 seabirds are killed annually in the North Pacific Ocean (in

Sowl and Bartonek, 1974). During the winter 1969-1970, King estimated

that at least 10,000 birds were killed by oil pollution along the

coast of Alaska during an "unusual" six week period of southeast winds.

He stressed that it is impossible to calculate the number of seabirds

that are not drifted ashore, but are instead "trapped" in the rotating

offshore currents of the Gulf of Alaska.
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IV. Study Area.

The study area covers the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea,

approximately from 53° to 60°N and 130° to 170°W. In accordance with

the criteria of Sanger (1972), the study area includes parts of the

following oceanographic regions: Central Subarctic Domain, Coastal

Domain, Bering Sea Coastal Domainand Western Subarctic Domain (Figure

1).

The study area has been dividedinto 5°x5°"latilong" regions

(Figure 2), equivalent to Marsden quadrants (Favorite and McLain, 1973)

but with a different numbering. These regions enclose rectangular

areas that are 5° of latitude south-north and 5° of longitude east-west.

The 5° latilongs that cut across the Aleutian Islands chain have been

divided into two, a to the south and b to the north of the Islands.

11



Figure 1. Oceanic regions included in the study area:

A. Coastal Domain
B. Transitional Domain
C. Central Subarctic Domain
D. Bering Sea Coastal Domain
E. Western Subarctic Domain



Figure 2. Latilongs covered by the study area.
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V. Sources, Methods and Rationale of Data Collection.

During this study the following activities were carried out in

1975, and will be continued in 1976.

1. Census. A method developed by Dr. Calvin Lensink of the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service specifically for Alaska OCSEAP was

employed. The processing of our data is being carried out by his office

for incorporation into the archives at the National Oceanographic Data

Center (NODC) in Washington, D.C.

The method involved data forms for ship transects and station

records. Normal Transect Counts were made mainly from atop the pilot

house (flying bridge), out to a distance of 300 m forward from the

ship on one side only, in three zones, each 100 m wide. Counts were

made during a standard 15 min. of observation each hour. At fixed

ship stations all the birds inside 600 m around the ship were counted.

In addition whenever visibility was limited by fog so-called Experimental

Transect Counts were made. These were on the same forms as the Normal

Transects but an "E" was placed before the number, in order to show

that the information was collected using other censusing procedures

than for Normal Transect Counts. Whenever time permitted I counted

all the shearwaters that it is possible to see from the ship, using

7x binoculars and a telescope (d=60).

2. Behavior. Behavioral data on shearwaters was also recorded

(as "remarks") on the census sheets. In particular, information about

the dynamics of both flock and individual behavior was sought.

3. Atmospheric, Oceanographic and Hydrographic Conditions.

One of the unexplained facts about Sooty Shearwaters is that they "vary

14
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in numbers from day to day in any given locality" (Martin and Myres,

1969). In an attempt to establish the reasons for the discontinuous

distribution of shearwaters at sea, both in space and in time, all

the census and behavioral data from 1975 and 1976 will later in 1976/77

be related to those environmental conditions that prevailed at the

time, as they were recorded by the crew and scientists of the NOAA ships

DISCOVERER and SURVEYOR, and obtained either aboard ship or from NODC

(see paragraph 7, below). It is hoped to establish some statistical

correlations between the distribution and directions of movements of

shearwaters and weather conditions, i.e. whether, within a region,

regular patterns of 'circulation' by sub-populations may be taking

place. Also, I hope to be able to find a way of distinguishing movements

of this type from true seasonal migratory movements by establishing the

range of conditions under which the latter take place.

4. Plankton, Squids and Fish. Because of the multidisciplinary

nature of the scientific teams working on the NOAA ships in the OCSEAP

program it should also, later, be possible to obtain, from contemporary

samplings by other scientists, data on the biological oceanography of

stations where shearwaters were or were not found.

5. Collecting Birds. In 1975, 24 birds were collected with a

20-gauge shotgun, under a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Subpermit

(No. 7SC25) to Dr. Calvin Lensink. With additional specimens to be

collected in 1976, these birds will be used to obtain measurements,

data on molt, and stomach contents. (Hopefully, some stomach contents

and tissues can also be analysed for petroleum derivatives, although

the results will certainly not be available in time for inclusion in

the final report.)
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6. Disposition and Contract Data. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service will keypunch the bulk of the Census Data. This consolidation

of all seabird data will make additional observation of shearwaters

from other sources available for incorporation into, or correlation

with, mine when I analyze them in 1976/77.

7. Data Required from Alaska OCSEAP Project Office, Juneau and

NODC. The physical and biological data required from other OCSEAP

investigations for correlation with our Shearwater data is listed by

Project Numbers on pages 15 and 16.
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Required Information from the Alaska OCSEAP Project Office, Juneau and

NODC

In order to achieve clear results in this Research Unit, it is

vitally necessary to attempt correlations with the information collected

by the following NOAA Projects, which we have placed into three separate

categories (below):

1. Field Data (1975) on Shearwaters (Species Codes 03-02-04 ).
03-02-04-07

RU 108 03-02-04-08
RU 330/196
RU 337
RU 340
RU 341
RU 342

2. Copies of Annual Reports of April 1, 1976 on Reviews of Literature

and Unpublished Data.

RU 19
RU 30
RU 64
RU 68
RU 75
RU 156/164a
RU 307
RU 339
Task B8 (no RU#)

3. Copies of Annual Reports of April 1, 1976 from other RU's so that

we can determine from these summaries whether we may need precise

field data from any of them for direct correlation with Shearwater (RU 239).

Task RU

A5 337
340

A6 108
341
342

A16 285
A23 156/164b

156/164c
156/164d
156/164e

17
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Task RU

A25b 349
A31 330/196
A33 275/276/294
A35 153/155
B2 48

111
138/139/147
141/145/148
217
235
289

C2 62
71
74

18
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VI. Results.

1. Distribution. During June, July and August 1975, at least

36 species of seabirds were censused in the Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska.

The total number of seabirds of all the species recorded was 12,614,173

in 223 observations (including all kinds of Transects and Stations).

Shearwaters were over 99% of all the records (Tables 1 and 2).

Shearwaters were present in outstanding numbers in Bristol Bay,

where the ocean is less deep than other places in the Bering Sea

(Figures 3, 4 and 5). The largest concentration of shearwaters was

observed northeast of the Pribilof Islands, where over 10 million were

seen on August 17, 1975; on that occasion, both species of shearwaters

were present over a transect distance of about 30 miles.

Beyond the edge of the Outer Continental Shelf the number of

shearwaters seen was relatively low. During a cruise between Seattle

and Kodiak (July 12, 13, 14 and 15, 1975), the total number of shearwaters

seen was only 6679 (Fig. 6, which also includes observations carried

out by J. Guzman before this research began).

The distribution of the species of seabirds by latilong regions is

shown in Table 3. No observations were made in regions 6, 7, lla, 11b,

12a, 12b and 13. The most widespread species were the Northern Fulmar

(Fulmarus glacialis), Tufted Puffin (Lunda cirrhata) and Fork-tailed Storm

Petrel (Oceanodroma furcata) which were present in 13 out of 19 regions

(or their subregions) in which observations were made.

Shearwaters (Puffinus sp.) and kittiwakes (Rissa sp.) were present

in 11 out of the 19 regions or subregions studied.

2. Molt. In the areas of large aggregations of shearwaters

many feathers were seen floating on the sea, indicating that molting

19



TABLE 1: CENSUS OF SEABIRDS DUIRNG JULY AND

AUGUST, 1975.



TABLE 2: CENSUS OF SEABIRDS DURING JUNE, 1975.



TABLE 3: DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES IN EACH GIVEN REGION OF THE STUDY AREA.
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Figure3. Densities of shearwaters encountered in June 1975, in the Bering Sea and NW Gulf of Alaska.
The numbers indicate the dates and they are placed beside the first observation made during
that day. Gaps correspond to nights and days with fog cover.



Figure4 . Densities of shearwaters encountered in July 1975. Notations are the same as in Figure 5,
and arrows help to distinguish the direction in which the ship was moving.



Figure 5. Densities of shearwaters encountered in August 1975, on August 17, during a transit of about
30 n.m. and the visibility to 7 n.m. (about 800 km2); the ship travelled through a concen-
tration of not less than 10 million birds.



Figure 6. Densities of shearwaters encountered in April, May and July, 1975, in the North Pacific Ocean.Because no observations could be made at night, there are spaces along the trans-Gulf transitin July, and the dates are placed therein, e.g., the night of 11/12 July.
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was in progress. Molt was also evident in collected birds. I found

molt of body feathers taking place, as well as molt of wing and tail

feathers, during June, July and August in the Bering Sea and Northwest

Gulf of Alaska.

3. Flight. The manner of flight of shearwaters is evidently

determined mainly by the speed of the wind. Without wind they fly

very close to the water and beat the wings continuously. With light

wind they fly close to the surface alternately beating the wings (6-15

times) and gliding. When the wind is stronger shearwaters move up and

down in elevation in relation to the water surface; during the ascent

they face the wind with their breasts and ascend rapidly, then they

advance in the direction of flight gliding as they descend again.

4. Behavior. Shearwaters are gregarious birds that feed and

move in flocks; I saw them alone, or in very small groups, only a few

times. When in large aggregations of several thousands or ever millions,

the birds are not evenly dispersed, but are grouped in flocks that range

in size from 50 to 5000 birds each (most often flocks of 100-200 birds).

When the birds are sitting on the water, these flocks are usually from

50-500 m apart. Feeding flocks are also separated by relatively short

distances, but they keep moving mainly by flying in circles and mixing

with other flocks and then separating again. When they move from one

area to another birds fly in files, the length and width of which depends

on the number of birds. All of this is significant when considered in

relation to the likely response of shearwaters to surface oil pollution,

and in estimating the proportion of birds present that are likely to

become oiled.

5. Food. I dissected only four birds (from a sample obtained
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close to Nunivak Island in the Bering Sea on June 10, 1975). A large

number of crustaceans were found in their stomachs, and one of the

birds had "beaks" of squids. I also found small pieces of plastic

material in the stomachs of these birds.

An aggregation of about 50,000 shearwaters (of both species)

and about 20,000 Black-legged Kittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla) was observed

between Kodiak and Woody Islands on August 5 and 6, 1975; all these

birds were apparently feeding on small fish.

I observed feeding by day very seldom, and I believe that much

of shearwater feeding in the northern summer must take place in twilight

when crustaceans and squids are nearer the surface. If we can arrange

it, I hope to study this with a star-light scope.

6. Oil Pollution. Oil was observed in the Gulf of Alaska, when

sailing between Seattle and Kodiak, in July 1975 (Figure 6). Small

slicks of oil about 4 cm in diameter were recorded several times during

this cruise.

At Kodiak Island many slicks of oil were observed attached to the

rocks on a beach close to the harbour in Women's Bay.
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VII. Discussion.

1. Abundance.

Shearwaters have been shown to have constituted the most abundant

species of pelagic birds offshore in the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering

Sea during the summer of 1975. In spite of that, the interaction with

breeding residents was low.

2. Interactions with Other Seabirds.

The Black-legged Kittiwake is the resident seabird that mingles

with the shearwaters more frequently than others, but although shearwaters

and kittiwakes are seen feeding together the percentage of kittiwakes

in mixed flocks was very much lower than that of shearwaters. The only

time that kittiwakes formed a large proportion of a flock was in the

feeding flock studied off Kodiak, close to Woody Island, in August,

1975, when they composed almost one-third of the concentration.

Others birds presents in flocks of shearwaters were alcids (mainly

Common Murre (Uria aalge) and Tufted Puffin (Lunda cirrhata), a few

cormorants (Phalacrocorax sp.) and Glaucous-winged Gull (Larus glaucescens),

but the percentage of these (when they were present) was always extremely

low.

It seems that the ecological pressure of jaegers (Stercorarius

sp.) on shearwaters and kittiwakes is low, and only a few of them were

ever seen in association with huge flocks of their potential victims.

3. Location and Diversity in Shearwater Food Resources.

Shearwaters probably feed on a wider range of basic prey types

(crustaceans, squids and fish) than any equivalent taxon of resident

bird species with the exception of gulls; thus, the two groups of birds
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occupy differents zones with different resources and interaction by

the visiting migrants with the native species may be largely avoided.

In fact, in the Bering Sea alcids feed close to the coast while shear-

waters feed over the ocean. The records from the Gulf of Alaska are

less clear, because only one large feeding flock was recorded feeding

on fish, and this was very close to the coast. It is interesting to

note that, although big colonies of alcids were present not far from

this feeding flock, they were present in it only in very low numbers.

4. Mobility of Shearwaters Within Their Winter Range.

As was mentioned earlier shearwaters may congregate in aggregations

of about 40,000-50,000 birds. I suspect that these aggregations occupy

a regular area or territory where the birds reside during the northern

summer months and circulate around.

It is probable also, because of this, that concentrations of

many thousands or even millions of birds may more often be recorded

early in the summer (May and early June) when they arrive from the

South and again in the late summer (August and September) before they

leave for the South. Also one might expect that when the weather

conditions over a wide area of ocean are adverse for shearwater feeding

and/or safety many aggregations may come together in the remaining

areas of the ocean.

5. Are the Australasian and Chilean Populations Behaving Differently?

At the population level one might formulate some questions: (i)

do the populations of Puffinus griseus from South America consume

similar foods as those from New Zealand? (ii) do they occupy, infact,

different regions of the ocean during the northern summer? and (iii)

do the populations of Puffinus tenuirostris have similar food preferences
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to those of P. griseus. We know that P. griseus and P. tenuirostris

feed together in our area of study, but we do not know if they occupy

exactly the same niches. About the population of P. griseus of South

America and New Zealand, when each occurs in the Northern Hemisphere

during the northern summer,we do not have any information.

It is evident that more sophisticated taxonomic techniques may

give an answer to these questions (Brown et al., 1975). Also it is

necessary to develop techniques that will allow the behavior of each

population to be studied in a more discriminating way.

6. Reactions of Shearwaters to Surface Oil.

The effect of oil on shearwaters is not known; there are few

records that mention these seabirds in relation with oil. Casement

noted that a patch of oil in the Bosphorus caused Manx Shearwaters

(P. puffinus) "to rise a few feet as flocks passed over it and then

swoop down again to within a few feet of the sea" (in Bourne, 1968).

It seems that, when feeding,shearwaters look-for clean waters and will

not settle on patches of oil. But we do not know anything about the

reaction of birds to the presence of big spills, widespread or drifting

and dispersing,or upon small floating tar drifting with the ocean currents.

It is evident that many more observations on the behavior of shearwaters

when in the presence of surface oil are needed. It is important to

collect specimens over a wide range of the study area and examine the

digestive tracts for oil derivative particles.

7. Possible Disasters to Shearwater Populations from Oil Spills.

Shearwaters concentrate on the Alaskan Outer Continental Shelf,

so oil pollution, either eventually or permanently over this area of the

ocean, could directly or indirectly affect the populations of shearwaters.
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Direct effects could result from spills at feeding grounds, forcing

the birds to leave the area and starve. If a spill of oil happened

in molting areas, when some shearwaters appear to become flightless,

the result would be an international disaster, particularly just before

the long return migration in August-October to the Southern hemisphere.

Indirect effects include the action of oil in the food chains,

considering that shearwaters are at the top of the food chains.

An underwater blow out of an oil well would have a massive

effect in a vast area for a relatively long period of time, mainly if

the oil is trapped in the gyre of an ocean current, as in the southeastern

Bering Sea. The sources of oil pollution are various, intentional

discharges during oil transfer operations, tanker accidents, drilling

accidents, pipeline breaks, storage losses during exploration and

production and from domestic and industrial wastes (Vermeer and Vermeer,

1975).

Comparison of the areas of the Alaska .OCS being considered for

oil and gas lease sales with Figures 3-6, of this report tentatively

suggestslow number of shearwaters over the Bering Sea - St. George

Basin (although there were vast numbers of them to the NE of it in

August), but the presence of large number of shearwaters over the

Bering Sea - Bristol Bay Basin in June and Gulf of Alaska - Kodiak Basin

in July and August.
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VIII. Conclusions.

1. Shearwaters are the most abundant species of seabirds during

the northern summer over the offshore waters of the Outer Continental

Shelf of Alaska.

2. Shearwaters unfortunately concentrate mainly on the Outer

Continental Shelf of the Bering Sea and the Gulf of Alaska rather than

living beyond its limits, so that they must be adjudged as "at risk"

from oil drilling on the Alaska OCS.

3. Both species of shearwaters (Puffinus tenuirostris and P.

griseus) occur in mixed flocks, both in the Bering Sea and the Gulf of

Alaska.

4. They feed during the daytime on occasions when environmental

circumstances cause food to be available, but feed in twilight when

organisms that come close to the surface during that period of the

summer "day" are the chief food source.

5. During June, July and at least the first part of August,

shearwaters molt wing feathers, as well as body feathers,in the study

area.

6. Shearwaters mix very seldom with Northern Hemisphere breeding

species. Only kittiwakes (Rissa sp.) were seen with shearwaters in

considerable numbers.

7. The effect of oil leaks on shearwaters in Alaskan waters

has not been determined because I could not observe or sample this

moving population in all "latilongs" in each month, but its future

impact if oil fields are found in coastal waters and drilled is likely

to be very serious for shearwaters.
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IX. Needs for Further Study.

Although observations were made in the SE Bering Sea in 1975,

only one short visit will be made there in 1976 because this year

observations will be concentrated in the NE and NW Gulf of Alaska.

Unfortunately the data on the distributions and feeding of shearwaters

in the Bering Sea were equivocal because of the extent of the continental

Shelf there and the impossibility of surveying the whole region simulta-

neously. It is certain that analyses of the data collected in 1975 and

1976, for the full implications of the distribution of shearwaters (and on

the likely impact of oil pollution upon them) cannot be prepared in time

for the Final Report, due in October 1, 1976. Therefore, we expect to

continue drawing during 1977 upon the data collected by other Alaska OCSEAP

scientists, for correlation with the actual shearwater information.

In 1975 and 1976 three transects across the Gulf of Alaska

to or from Seattle will be completed. This information will contribute

to the present conclusion that shearwaters are scarce there and concen-

trated instead on the Continental Shelf.
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X. Summary of 4th Quarter Operations.

No time was spent in the field during the 4th Quarter because

the shearwaters are absent then.

Analyses of data collected in 1975 were continued (Section A5b),

and is reflected in the more sophisticated Tables, Figures and Interpre-

tative Comments contained in this Annual Report.

March 22, 1976.

Juan Guzman

Department of Biology

University of Calgary
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DATA

RESEARCH UNIT 239

Ecology and Behavior of Southern Hemisphere Shearwaters (Genus Puffinus)

and other Seabirds, when over the Outer Continental Shelf of tne Bering

Sea and Gulf of Alaska during the Northern Summer.

Subject: Submit Data Report. Information collected in Bering Sea and

Gulf of Alaska during June, 1975.

To: Dr. Mauri Pelto

Data Manager of

U.S. Department of Commerce

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Outer Continental Shelf Energy Program

Juneau Proyect Office

P.O. Box 1808

Juneau, Alaska 99802. U.S.A.

From: Juan Guzman and Dr. M.T.Myres

Department of Biology

University of Calgary

Calgary, Alberta, T2N IN4. Canada.
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FOREWORD.

This report is in response to the Data Magnagement Plan - Proyect 239,

outlined between Dr. Pelto and Juan Guzman in June 25, 1975, in the

Juneau Proyect Office.

METHODS.

In accordance with the schedule of the NOAA ships, the best for our

proyect during the month of June was that of the DISCOVERER. I boarded

this vessel in Adak (Aleutians Island) on May 30 and I got off in Seward

on June 19. The DISCOVERER left Adak for the Bering Sea on June 2. I

spent the first two days getting familiar in recognizing the species,

before starting the transects. Transects were made between 5 June and

16 June in the Bering Sea, 17 June in Unimak Pass and 18 June in Gulf

of Alaska. A virtually unobstructed view was obtained from the flying

bridge (atop the wheelhouse, aproximately 40 feet high), from which all

the transects were carried out. During the stations the observations

were made walking around the main deck. The information has been collect-

ed in accordance with forms OBS 2-75 for Pelagic Bird Observations:

Transect Record and OBS 3-75 for Pelagic Bird Observation: Station Record,

provided by Dr. Cal Lensink. When the visibility was limited by fog,

and for observations of shearwaters exclusively Experimental Transects

were filled out; these are OBS 2-75 forms but an E is placed before the

number, in order to show that the information was collected using other

censusing procedures. In all these forms was included in remarks, infor-

mation dealing mainly with the behavior. With the help of Irving Warner
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of U.S.F.&W.S., Anchorage, three samples of macrozooplankton were taken,

by trawling of a macrozooplankton net behind the ship. With the assistance

of some members of the crew 12 Slender-billed Shearwater (Puffinus

tenuirostris)were shot during two parties (6 birds in each one) from a

small boat; the birds are kept frozen by the U.S.F.&.W.S. in Anchorage.

Also pictures were taken and super 8 movies; some of the slides have been

used in calibration of counts in one station, in order to determining the

percentage of light and dark fulmars (Fulmarus glacialis). All the infor-

mation collected has been plotted on maps, that show the distribution of

transects and stations but not the relative number of birds. A Bushnell

telescope (D=64 mm) has been very usefull during the observations of

shearwaters, when they are more than 500m far from the ship. Gaps between

transects represent period when no observations were made because of

either darkness or fog.

RESULTS:

The distribution and census of birds of at least 19 species of pelagic

birds in the Bering Sea and North West Gulf of Alaska are shown in the

transects and stations records. Analysis of the distribution and density

by species will be done by October 10, at the moment it is not possible

to do further comments but a gloval calculation of the number of birds

by species in Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska shows clearly the predomi-

nance of shearwaters during the month of June, as it is shown in table 1.

If we only consider the records for normal transects in Bering Sea we

find that shearwaters represent a 61.9% of all the birds; the second

greatest predominance is fork-tailed petrel (Oceanodroma furcata) with

27.21%. The records for the Gulf of Alaska correspond to only one day of

observation, being much less representative, than those of the Bering



Sea. The total number of birds recorded during this month was 238,232

from which 95.54% were shearwaters. All the transect records are shown

in maps 1 and 2, station records in map 3 and experimental transect

records are shown in map 4. The distribution of shearwaters is shown

in maps 5 and6; the birds in the Bering Sea were slender-billed

shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostris), though in South Western Bristol Bay

same sooty shearwater (Puffinus griseus) were identified (E-Transect 4).

At other times it was impossible to tell at the level of species. Most

of birds in the Gulf of Alaska seemed to be sooty shearwater.Large scat-

tered floks on the water were seen mostly in calm seas ans concentrated

in limited areas; they were grouped in severals floks of 200 to 2000

birds each and separated by a distance of about 500 to 1000 meters.

Sometimes from the flying bridge it is possible to see these floks all

over the ocean . The largest concentration seen, was South West of Cape

Newenham with about 110,000 slender-billed shearwaters. In the areas of

big agregations of shearwaters many feathers were seen floating ,

indicating that the molting period was progressing. It was also pos-

sible to notice molt when the birds flew or when they tried to take

off; sometimes after running several meters on the the water they stop

again failing in their attempt to fly; molt was also evident in the birds

collected. The four slender-billed shearwaters dissected (two from each

sample), showed molting in belly, wings, tail and back. In the stomachs a

large number of Euphausids were found, and one of the birds had beaks of

Cephalopoda, stones and three small pieces of a orange material in the gas-

tric mill. These pieces of orange material float when they are placed on
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water and look like as paraffinic waxes from pelagic tar lumps (see:

BUTLER, Amer. Sci. ,June 1975 pages:90-97). It would be very interesting to

do laboratory analysis of this material. In relation with the feeding

activities, shearwater were never seen catching food; it is easy to sup-

pose that the birds get the food during the night when the Euphausids move

up to the surface. They can dive for food but maybie only a few meters;

one slender billed shearwater was seen to dive for 55 seconds and come

up to the surface about 40 meters further. Samples of macrozooplankton

were taken close to some large concentrations of slender billed shearwater

(see map 7), with the idea of finding out some relation between birds and

plankton, but without positive results (see table 2). The flight of shear-

waters is determined mainly by the speed of the wind; with poor wind they

fly close to the water alternanting beating of the wings (6-15 times) and

gliding. When is windy they move up and down , during the ascent they face

the wind with their breast and go up high and fast, then they come down

gliding and advancing.

The fulmars were widespread in Bering Sea and the largest concentration

found was 1087 birds (station record 6). In this station pictures were taken

for calibration of counts. The field census showed that 70% were light

phase fulmars. The pictures showed 68,33% of light and 31.66% of dark

fulmar.

SUGGESTIONS.

Although all things were carried out without problems aboard the DISCOVERER

I would like to make two small suggestions for the schedules of the next

year. One is to consider some aditional time in the schedule of the ships

for the bird proyects in order to get samples and shoot birds, without
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damage to the other proyects. And the other, is to know the schedule of

activities of the vessels some time ahead in order to permit the selection

of the best one for our researchs.
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LIST OF THE SPECIES OBSERVED

Phalacrocorax pelagicus = Pelagic Cormorant

Fulmarus glacialis = Fulmar

Puffinus tenuirostris = Slender billed Shearwater

Puffinus griseus = Sooty Shearwater

Oceanodroma furcata = Fork-tialed Petrel

Oceanodroma leucorhoa = Leach's Petrel

Diomedea nigripes = Black-footed Albatress

Phalaropus fulicarius = Red Phalarope

Stercorarius parasiticus = Parasitic Jaeger

Steroorarius pomarinus = Pomarine Jaeger

Larus glaucescens = Glaucous-winged Gull

Larus argentatus = Herrin gull

Rissa tridactyla = Black-legged Kittiwake

Rissa brevirostris = Red-legged Kittiwake

Uria aalge = Common Murre

Uria lomvia = Thick-billed Murre.

Lunda cirhata = Tufted Puffin

Fratercula corniculata = Horned Puffin

Cyclorrhynchus psittacula = Parakeet Auklet
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TABLE # 1



TABLE # 2 : Trawling of a Macrozooplankton net.
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MAP #1 : TRANSECTS IN BERING SEA AND GULF OF ALASKA.



MAP # 2 : TRANSECTS IN THE GULF OF ALASKA.



MAP # 3 : STATION RECORDS IN THE. BERING SEA



MAP # 4 : EXPERIMENTAL TRANSECTS IN THE BERING SEA AND GULF OF ALASKA.



MAP # 5 : DISTRIBUTION OF SHEARWATERS IN THE BERING SEA AND GULFOF ALSKA,

BASED IN TRANSECTS, E-TRANSECTS AND STATIONS.



MAP # 6 : DISTRIBUTION OF SHEARWATERS IN THE GULF OF ALASKA

BASED IN TRANSECTS.



MAP # 7 : TRAWLING FOR MACROZOOPLANKTON SAMPLE.
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I. Summary of objectives, conclusions and implications with respect
to OCS oil and gas development

Both R.U. 3/4 and R.U. 330/196 are concerned with determining
bird densities and activities in the Arctic Ocean. R.U. 3/4 is
concerned with determining the bird use of coastal habitats in the
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. R.U. 330/196 deals with bird use of the
different regions and types of sea ice. Both projects will determine
critical habitats for birds.

Field work in past years has shown Chukchi and Beaufort Sea ice
to be a major summering area for a number of species. 1975 showed
that when little Bering Sea water is entering the Chukchi Sea, the
area may be less important.

II. Introduction

This report covers two research units: R.U. 330/196, The
distribution, abundance and feeding ecology of birds associated
with the Bering and Beaufort Sea pack ice and part of R.U. 3/4,
Identification, documentation, and delineation of coastal migratory
bird habitat in Alaska. The part of R.U. 3/4 that covers the area
south of Cape Prince of Wales will be reported by Paul Arneson,
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Anchorage. The Arctic coast
portion of R.U. 3/4 is closely associated with birds and pack ice
and NOAA personnel have asked that a common annual report be written.

A. General nature and scope of study

Both R.U. 330/196 and R.U. 3/4 deal with determining
densities of birds in the Arctic and in analyzing the habitat
that supports these birds. R.U. 330/196 considers bird densities
in relation to ice cover and type and a number of oceanographic
parameters such as sea surface temperatures and salinity.
R.U. 3/4 considers birds primarily in relation to physiographic
and faunistic characteristics of the shoreline. Both of the
projects assess bird activities in relation to the habitat and
determine what organisms the birds are feeding on. Because
bird densities are good indicators of the productivity of a
region, these projects will ultimately show which areas of the
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas are the most biologically productive.

B. Specific objectives

The specific objectives of R.U. 3/4 are:

1. To determine the seasonal density, distribution,
critical habitats, migratory routes and breeding
locales for bird species in littoral and estuarine
habitats in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.
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2. To describe population dynamics and trophic relation-
ships of selected seabird species at coastal study
sites in the Beaufort Sea.

3. Summarize existing literature and unpublished data
on bird use of coastal and estuarine habitats in the
Beaufort and Chukchi Seas.

The specific objectives for R.U. 330/196 are:

1. To determine the seasonal distribution and abundance
of the seabird species associated with the Arctic
pack ice off Alaska and to determine the importance
of the various regions of the ice (e.g. ice front,
consolidated pack, polynias) to bird populations.

2. To develop a predictive model based on ice cover,
type and location (the independent variable) and the
distribution, abundance, behavior and age classes of
birds associated with the pack ice. Such a model
will allow the prediction of species and numbers of
birds in a given area on the basis of satellite or
aerial photos.

3. To determine the feeding habits of the seabird
species associated with the pack ice with regard to
the relative importance of nekton, macro-plankton,
benthos and under-ice biota as food sources and how
the relative importance of these food sources varies
during the period of ice cover and in the various
regions of the ice.

C. Relevance to problems of petroleum development

Because birds are indicators of biological productivity
these projects not only determine where birds are most abundant
in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, they also determine what
parts of these two seas are the most biologically productive.
Oil drilling and related activities will hopefully be limited
to those areas of little biological importance and these
projects will be able to determine what those areas are.

Both of these projects involve primarily Arctic waters
where biodegradation of oil would be slow and the long term
effects on the Arctic ecosystem could be expected to be large.
The ice environment has been shown to play a major role in
providing food for a number of seabird species. Oil spills on
or under the ice would have major impacts on these species.
These studies will allow the determination of what these
impacts will be. The major use of much of the data provided
by these projects will be in the preparation of environmental
impact statements and ultimately in providing baseline data
for assessing the impact of oil spills.
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Because barrier islands will be used for oil drilling
platforms, our work on Cooper and other islands is especially
pertinent.

III. Current state of knowledge

R.U. 3/4

No delineation of bird habitat in the Beaufort or Chukchi Seas
has been done. Bailey (1948) gives a summary of birds found in the
Alaskan arctic but does not give a breakdown of bird use by habitat.
Andersson (1973) presents a breakdown of species found in habitats
at one point on the Beaufort Sea coast.

R.U. 330/196

Observations of birds in the Chukchi Sea in 1970 and Beaufort
Sea in 1971 and 1972 have been presented in Watson and Divoky
(1972, 1975). The only other paper on birds in the ice is by Frame
(1973).

IV. Study area

Positions of field work are given in Sections V and VI of this
report.

V. Sources, methods and rationale of data collection

R.U. 3/4

Work on this project was begun in late October 1975 and has
included a preliminary delineation of bird habitat and planning for
an intensive field season in the spring and summer of 1976. The
preliminary delineation of coastal habitat is in the Results section
of this report. The field plans for the 1976 field season include
the following:

Location Dates Purpose

Barrow April-May Observe migration in area of
offshore lead

Wales early June Observe migration and coastal
habitat use

Point Hope mid-June Observe migration and coastal
habitat use
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Point Lay late-June Observe migration and coastal
habitat use

Kasegaluk Lagoon July Census breeding populations;
(small boat trip) assess bird use of coastal habitat

Wainwright early August Census breeding populations;
to Barrow assess bird use of coastal habitat
(small boat trip)

Demarcation Bay late June Census breeding populations;
assess bird use of coastal habitat

Prudhoe Bay early July Census breeding populations;
to Oliktok Pt. assess bird use of coastal habitat

Cooper Island mid-June to Study breeding biology and
August feeding ecology of species breeding

on island and determine use of
island by non-breeding birds

Prudhoe Bay June to Observe migration; census breeding
August populations and assess bird use

of coastal habitats

DEWline sites June to Observe migration and assess
along Chukchi September bird use of coastal habitats
and Beaufort
coasts

Barrow June to Census birds along the Chukchi
September and Beaufort coasts by air and foot

All observers will be provided with standard forms for recording
migration, breeding biology and coastal habitat use. Migration
will be recorded on a birds per unit time basis. Use of coastal
habitats will be recorded on transects with densities of birds per
area of habitat being obtained. While much of the work will be a
general survey of large sections of coast, certain coastal transects
(at Barrow, Prudhoe and DEWline sites) will be studied from June
through September and will provide replicate sampling and changes
in use through time.

R.U. 330/196

Data for this research unit was gathered in the following
localities:

-4-
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Dates Location Activity

16-30 May DISCOVERER Pelagic observations and
Seward to Adak and specimen collecting
(Bering Sea) (Divoky)

24-27 June Barter Island Waiting for Fish and
Wildlife plane to arrive
for offshore aerial census;
plane did not arrive; some
land based observations made
(Divoky and Boekelheide)

30 June- Cooper Island Observe breeding activities and
23 July via helo and migration (Divoky and

float plane Boekelheide)

30 July- USCGC GLACIER Pelagic observations
13 August Nome to Barrow (Divoky and Boekelheide)

(Chukchi Sea)

13-29 August USCGC GLACIER Pelagic observations
off Barrow (Boekelheide)

22-28 August Anchorage Waiting for good weather
for P2V Beaufort Sea flight;
flight scrubbed (Divoky)

1-5 September Cooper Island Observe breeding activities and
(via float plane) migration (Boekelheide)

6-18 September Barrow Observe migration (Divoky
and Gibson)

28 September- Barrow Wait for BURTON ISLAND;
21 October mission scrubbed (Divoky)

Cruise tracks for the cruises are given in Figs. 1 and 2.
Methods of data collection are as follows:

Pelagic observations - observations are made from the flying
bridge while the ship is underway during daylight hours. Observations
are made for at least 30 minutes each hour (two 15 minute intervals).
Observations at stations are made at irregular intervals. Birds
are identified to species, counted, ages determined when possible
and their activity (flying, sitting on water, sitting on ice, etc.)
is noted. Detailed notes on behavior are taken when warranted.
Oceanographic and meteorological data are obtained from the ship's
log. Data on ice type and cover is gathered by the bird observer.
Transect observations are used to derive density figures on a km 2

basis. Station observations provide relative numbers but not
densities.
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Fig. 1. Cruise track of DISCOVERER
16-30 May 1975



.Fig. 2. Cruise track of USCGC GLACIER 30 July-13 Aug. 1975.



Cooper Island breeding activities - When Cooper Island was
first visited on 29 June it was completely surrounded by ice except
for a 5m moat immediately adjacent to the island. Cooper Island
was chosen as a study site because it is surrounded by ice until
late in the season and still supports a relatively large number of
breeding birds. Our purpose in visiting Cooper was to obtain
information on breeding chronology and success and to determine
where the breeding birds feed during breeding. Because we saw that
most tern flights were either to the north or south of the island,
watches were conducted to determine the number of flights in each
direction per hour. Nesting was studied by locating all nests on
the island and visiting them every two days to determine final
hatching dates and hatching success. Later visits to the island
provided information on fledgling success. Plankton tows were
taken near the island.

Migration observations - numbers, movements and feeding
activity of migrant birds were observed whenever possible. This
was frequently done incidentally to other land-based work but some
information of birds per unit time were obtained.

Specimen collecting - birds were collected with a shotgun.
Stomach contents were preserved in formalin and the bird's body
frozen for later examination. Some collections of zooplankton were
conducted to observe densities of prey.

The following data were obtained:

DISCOVERER Cruise

Number of 15 minute transect observations 104
Number of station observations 30
Specimens collected:

Black-legged Kittiwake 4
Glaucous-winged Gull 6
Glaucous Gull 1

Cooper Island

Number of hours of observations of
movements of migratory and breeding birds 110

Nests studied:
Arctic Tern 51
Black Guillemot 18
Oldsquaw 9
Sabine's Gull 4

Specimens collected:
King Eider 2
Oldsquaw 4
Black egged Kittiwake 1
Gla-u -s Gull 1
Arctic Tern 1
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GLACIER Cruise

Number of 15 minute transect observations 489
Number of station observations 15

VI and VII. Results and discussion

In order to delineate coastal bird habitat between Cape
Lisburne and Demarcation Point, the coastline was broken down into
15 divisions. An attempt was made to have each division be as
homogeneous as possible.

Landforms and habitat characteristics of importance to marine
birds were listed and measured in order to assess the importance of
the region to birds. Measurements were obtained from USGS maps.
Habitat information was obtained from the Joint State-Federal Land
Use Planning Commission maps. The following characteristics are
measured for each region:

miles of coastline - this is a rough measure of the size
of a region. It ignores convolutions of the shoreline and
thus is not the same as miles of mainland coast.

barrier islands or spits - these are primarily sand or
gravel because they are usually separated from the mainland
tundra and thus have fewer predators. They are important
breeding and loafing sites for a number of species. When the
miles of seaward coastline or barrier islands is subtracted
from the miles of seaward aspect of barrier island, a rough
estimate of the miles of protected coastline can be obtained.

lagoons or protected waters - these waters are important
for birds for a number of reasons. Lagoons are usually
subjected to less ice scour than unprotected waters. Rivers
frequently empty into lagoons and thus have estuarine conditions
Depth of lagoons is important since deeper ones could be
expected to have a richer benthic fauna due to less ice scour.

rivers - rivers provide open water early in the summer
and the overflow of rivers are important to the arrival of
birds in many areas. Rivers are also important sources of
nutrients and river mouths would be expected to have higher
productivity. This is especially important in summer when
surface nutrients in the Arctic are low. Delta islands,
numerous in rivers with a large coastline, are also important
to breeding birds. Barrier islands in close proximity to
rivers are more important than ones away from rivers.

nearshore bottom topography - the distance from the
mainland to the five and ten fathom contour show how shallow
inshore waters are and give an indication of how important the
area may be to benthic feeders. Areas having a large shoal
would be expected to be important feeding areas.
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coastal relief - the distance from the shoreline to the
50 and 100 foot contour provide information on the drainage of
the mainland adjacent to the coast. Low sections of mainland
would be expected to have wet tundra and numbers of breeding
water birds.

coastal habitat - this provides specific information on
the mainland habitat adjacent to the coast. Wet tundra will

have larger numbers of waterbirds than moist tundra. Alpine
tundra would have few, if any, waterbirds.

Fig. 3 shows the 15 divisions. Tables 1-15 list the landforms
in each division and a preliminary analysis of the region's importance
.to seabirds. Areas with barrier islands, rivers and lagoon areas
are of most importance to birds. Areas without these features

would have less bird use.

R.U. 330/196

DISCOVERER Cruise

Data formats for processing pelagic observations have just
been obtained and no specific results are available for the pelagic
aspects of this study. No concentration of birds was found at the
ice front as has been found in winter. Black-legged Kittiwakes and

Glaucous-winged Gulls were the most abundant birds found in and
near the ice. Observations made during the last days of the cruise

showed that a diverse assemblage of birds was associated with a
"warm" water plume flowing north through Unimak Pass.

GLACIER Cruise

Observations made while the ship steamed north past King
Island, Fairway Rock and Cape Lisburne provided information on the

locations and movements of feeding flocks going and coming from
these colonies. Physical oceanographic conditions in the Chukchi
were atypical and the birds observed reflected this. In normal
years the water flowing north through the Bering Strait has a major
effect on the Chukchi Sea. Bering Sea water usually extends as far
north as Barrow and in some years into the Beaufort Sea. In 1975
the Bering Sea water was hard to locate even as far south as Cape
Lisburne. These oceanographic conditions were reflected by low
densities of birds throughout most of the Chukchi and the absence
of many species that typically summer in the Chukchi. These include
shearwaters, puffins and a number of other alcids. Ross' Gull,
which is usually associated with ice and Arctic waters but does not

usually occur in the Chukchi until late September, was observed in
early August.
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Fig. 3. Sections used in preliminary delineation of coastal bird
habitat in the northern Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.



Table 1. Cape Lisburne to Kasegaluk Lagoon - Sect. 1.



Table 2. Kasegaluk Lagoon - Sect. 2



Table 3. Wainwright - Sect. 3
(Kilimantavi to Atavik)



Table 4. Peard Bay - Sect. 4.



Table 5. Tachinisok Inlet to Pt. Barrow - Sect. 5.



Table 6. Pt. Barrow to Cape Simpson - Sect. 6.



7. Smith Bay - Sect. 7.



Table 8. Drew Point to Cape Halkett - Sect. 8



Table 9. West Harrison Bay - Sect. 9.
(Cape Halkett to Atigaru)



Table 10. Colville River - Sect. 10.
(Atigaru Pt. to Oliktok Pt.)



Table 11. Oliktok Pt. to Pt. McIntyre - Sect. 11.



Table 12. Pt. McIntyre to Bullen - Sect. 12.



Table 13. Bullen to Brownlow Pt. - Sect. 13.



Table 14. Brownlow Pt. to Jago River - Sect. 14.



Table 15. Jago River to U.S./Canada Border - Sect. 15.



Cooper Island

Arctic Terns on Cooper Island fed primarily on the mainland
during the pre-hatching stage of incubation. Table 16 shows that
between 10 and 17 July approximately two birds per hour flew to
and from the mainland. No open water was present between the
island and the mainland and we assumed that all birds flying south
of the island were feeding on tundra ponds. One bird collected as
it flew back to the island had insects in its stomach. Flights on
the north side of the island were much less common. Between 0800
and 1800 no tern flights were observed on the north side of the
island during the pre-hatching period. No similar phenomenon was
observed on the south side of the island. This will be studied
further in 1976 to determine if a mid-day period of inactivity on
the north side is a regular occurrence.

Observations during hatching (Table 17) show that flights both
to the north and south increase after hatching. Arctic cod become
an important food item at this time with more than half of the
birds returning from the north carrying fish.

In addition to flying to the mainland for insects, terns also
fed in the lagoon south of the island. While no specimens were
collected, it appeared that the terns were feeding on amphipods. It
is of interest that no terns flying to the island from the south
were observed carrying Arctic cod. This indicates that the ice in
the lagoon does not support Arctic cod populations as does the ice
outside of the islands.

In order to assess the potential importance of the moat surrounding
the island surface and bottom plankton tows were taken at a number
of stations on 11 July. The volumes taken in these tows are shown
in Fig. 4. An aerial photo of the moat is shown in Fig. 5. Mysids
made up over 90 percent of the volume of the tows. They were most
common in the bottom tows and few were taken on the south side.
Small numbers of amphipods were taken in most tows and these were
occasionally common at the surface unlike mysids. On the basis of
these tows and from observations of birds feeding in the moat, it
is concluded that the moat is of little importance as a feeding
area, except for irregular feeding on small surface amphipods.
Large benthic isopods which occur in the moat but were not taken in
tows appear to be the only food items in the moat that may be of
regular importance to birds.

Information on breeding chronology and nesting success on
Cooper Island were gathered so they can be compared with years in
which ice cover differs. The 1975 information proved quite interesting
by itself, however. Hatching success was high for both Black
Guillemots and Arctic Terns (Tables 18 and 19). Both species had
hatching success greater than any previously published findings.
Black Guillemots also had a very high fledging success. No data is
available on Arctic Tern fledging success but survival of Arctic
Tern young after one week was high.
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Table 16. Cooper Island 1975. 10,12-17 July - Pre-hatching period
Arctic Tern flights.



Table 17. Cooper Island 1975. 18-22 July - During Hatching, Arctic
Tern flights.
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Fig. 4. Cooper Island, Beaufort Sea 11 July 1975.



Fig. 5. Cooper Island aerial photograph, 20 July 1975.
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Table 18. Black Guillemot breeding data, Cooper Island, Beaufort Sea, 1975.
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Table 19. Arctic Tern breeding data, Cooper Island, Beaufort Sea, 1975.



Barrow

Observations of birds feeding at the shoreline at Barrow in
mid-September provided information on food during migration. Red
Phalaropes, Sabine's Gulls and Ross' Gulls were all feeding on an
assemblage of invertebrates found at the water's edge. The stomach
contents of Ross' Gulls collected at Cooper Island and Barrow are
included in a paper on the feeding habits of Ivory and Ross' Gulls

to be published in the next issue of Condor. A copy of the manuscript

is attached to this report.

VIII. Conclusions

R.U. 3/4

The preliminary delineation of coastal bird habitat in the
northern Chukchi and Beaufort Sea presented in this report show
that certain areas would be expected to have little bird use while
other areas will have intensive bird use. Field work being conducted
in 1976 will determine how important each of the areas is. Once
the relative importance of each area and the habitats within an
area are determined, specific results of petroleum related impacts
can be determined.

R.U. 330/196

No specific information from the at-sea observations made in
1975 is yet available. The Bering Sea May observations provided
information on birds in the ice during a time that has not been

studied before. From the 1975 data it is obvious that by May the
species that winter in the Bering Sea pack ice have moved north and
have been replaced by birds that breed and summer in the Bering

Sea.

Observations made in the Chukchi Sea in August provide information
from an anomolous year when bird densities were low and certain
species were absent from the Chukchi. Information such as this
will allow more accurate determinations of what population changes
are due to oceanographic effects and which are the result of petroleum
related factors.

Breeding and feeding data obtained on Cooper Island demonstrated
how important the ice and its associated fauna is to certain species.
The Arctic cod associated with the ice is the apparent reason why
nesting success was so high for Black Guillemots and Arctic Terns.
It was also demonstrated that while tundra ponds on the mainland
are important to Arctic Terns during the pre-hatching period, the

area north of the island becomes important after the chicks hatch.
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IX. Needs for futher study

R.U. 3/4

Because no field work has been done on this project it is
impossible at this time to suggest future topics for study. This
season's field work will undoubtedly provide the basis for directing
future studies.

R.U. 330/196

Pelagic observations made over the past six years provide
information on birds in the pack ice in the Bering Sea in winter
and in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas in summer and fall. The
period between October and March has had almost no observations,
however. Aerial or small boat surveys are needed during this
period.

For those periods and areas where the species and relative
numbers of birds are known the most pressing need is an understanding
of what the birds are feeding on so that the relative importance of
organisms under the ice, in the water column and on the bottom can
be determined.

Observations made in 1975 show that barrier islands may be
most important as loafing areas. While 1975 work stressed the
birds breeding on Cooper Island, in 1976 much time will be spent on
the island's role as a loafing and feeding site.

X. Summary of fouth quarter activities

A. Ship or laboratory schedule

1. Field trip schedule

12-14 January Divoky attends OCS coastal-littoral
workshop in Seattle

9-10 February Divoky attends pre-cruise meeting at
PMC in Seattle

2. Data analyzed and methods

a. Number and types of samples

26 plankton tows.

b. Types of analyses

Volume of each order in tow were determined;
average size of organisms in each group were determined.
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THE PELAGIC FEEDING HABITS OF IVORY AND ROSS' GULLS

GEORGE J. DIVOKY¹
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
1412 Airport Way
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Little information is available on the pelagic feeding habits of

the Ivory Gull (Pagophila eburnea) and Ross' Gull (Rhodotethia rosea).

This paper reports the food found in the stomachs of 13 Ivory and 24

Ross' Gulls collected from an icebreaker in the Chukchi Sea and 7 Ross'

Gulls collected from shore near Point Barrow, Alaska. Observation on

the feeding behavior of these two species in the Chukchi, Beaufort and

Bering Seas are also presented and the importance of sea ice as a feeding

area is discussed.

Specimens were collected in the eastern Chukchi Sea between 24

September and 9 October southwest of Point Barrow and north of Cape

Lisburne (for specific localities see Watson and Divoky 1972). With one

exception, all birds were collected at the edge of the pack ice, either

in leads or in the brash ice just south of the consolidated pack. Sea

surface temperatures ranged from -1.8° to 1.7°C. A single Ross' Gull

was collected in an ice free area with a sea surface temperature of

3.1°C. Seven Ross' Gulls were collected from shore in 1975; 2 at Cooper

Island 32 km east of Point Barrow on 4 September and 5 at Point Barrow

between 9 and 18 September. Pack ice was visible 2 to 3 km from shore

and grounded ice floes were present on some of the shoreline. Sea

surface temperatures ranged from 1.5° to 0°C at both these localities.

¹Present address: Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 1300 College
Road, Fairbanks, AK 99701.
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Ross' Gulls were observed in the Chukchi Sea in summer and fall and

Beaufort Sea in fall; Ivory Gulls in the Beaufort Sea in summer, Chukchi

Sea in fall and Bering Sea in winter. Terms used to describe feeding

methods are from Ashmole and Ashmole (1967:70-71).

IVORY GULL

Juvenile arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) was the primary food in

Ivory Gull stomachs (Table 1), usually indicated by the presence of

otoliths. The otoliths ranged from 1 to 6.5 mm, corresponding to fish

of approximately 40 to 140 mm total length. Two benthic tunicates found

in one stomach must have been taken after they floated to the surface.

A single amphipod, Apherusa glacialis, was present in one stomach.

Potentilla sp. seeds were present in two stomachs.

Ivory Gulls were observed feeding by hovering and contact dipping.

Most fed within 2 to 3 m of the ice. They were observed sitting on the

water only three times, but were not feeding. When the ship was breaking

ice in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, the propellers frequently washed

arctic cod onto ice floes. These were eaten by Ivory and other gulls.

In the Bering Sea, Ivory Gulls fed on small, unidentifiable items washed

onto the ice by natural waves (Fig. 1). In the Chukchi Sea flocks of

these Gulls were twice seen flying over surfacing whales and may have

been feeding on items brought to the surface by them. Garbage thrown on

the ice was often scavenged, natural refuse only rarely. In the Chukchi
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Sea in fall a single Ivory Gull was observed picking at walrus (Odobenus

rosmarus) feces on an ice floe.

It frequently is stated that the Ivory Gull depends on the carcasses

and feces of pack ice mammals for much of its food (Salomonsen 1950:290-

292; Dement'ev et al. 1969:467; Lovenskiold 1964:271). Seals killed by

polar bears (Ursus maritimus) are thought to be a major food source

(Summerhayes and Elton 1928). Thus, Birkenmajer (1972) attributed the

decline of the Ivory Gull population on Spitsbergen to a declining polar

bear population. Kurotshkin (1970) explained the high mobility of the

Ivory Gull's jaw on the basis of a staple winter diet of frozen polar

bear, seal and walrus feces.

Little evidence from the western Arctic supports these ideas of the

Ivory Gull's dietary dependency. I saw no Ivory Gulls in association

with 20 polar bears observed in the Beaufort Sea or the 15 observed in

the Chukchi Sea (Watson and Divoky 1972 and Divoky in prep.). Polar

bears are common in both these seas in winter but Ivory Gulls leave as

the ice edge advances southward into the Bering Sea (Bailey 1948:264).

They are found there in the loose ice at the southern edge of the pack

in the general vicinity of St. Matthew Island (Irving et al. 1970;

Divoky in prep.). This is outside the range of the polar bear which now

rarely occurs south of St. Lawrence Island (Jack W. Lentfer pers.

comm.).

Evidence suggesting that pinnipeds supply a major food source in

the western Arctic also is lacking. The walrus would provide the most

constant and readily available food source because it hauls out on the

ice more frequently than other pinnipeds and leaves ice floes covered
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with feces. While Ivory Gulls in the Chukchi Sea in fall commonly were

seen in areas where walrus feces were plentiful on the ice, only one

instance of scavenging on the feces was recorded. Although Ryder (1957)

observed Ivory Gulls in the Bering Sea in February feeding among walruses

on ice floes, I found them in the Bering Sea in February and March to be

well south of the large concentrations of walrus (Divoky in prep.).

Ryder also observed Ivory Gulls, as well as Black-legged Kittiwakes

(Rissa tridactyla) and Glaucous Gulls (Larus hyperboreus), feeding on

seal carcasses. Seals probably provide little food except in April and

May when all the pack ice pinnipeds are whelping and placentas may be a

major food source as they are in parts of the eastern Arctic (Tuck

1960:104-105).

Zooplankton may be an important food item in the spring when Ivory

Gulls move north into the Chukchi Sea (Bailey 1948:247). During that

season Brower found Ivory Gulls to be more common at Barrow during

westerly winds when they fed on an "invertebrate scum" floating on the

water's surface (Bailey 1948:248).

Stomachs of Ivory Gulls from the eastern Arctic contain primarily

fish and invertebrates. Manniche (1910) found mainly fish bones and

crustaceans although he also found insects in the stomach of one summer

bird and a piece of seal flesh in another. The stomach of a gull

collected off Greenland (Cottam 1936) contained primarily invertebrates,

including 115 Thysanoessa inermis, 5 Apherusa glacialis and traces of

arctic cod and copepods. An Ivory Gull shot at a glacier face was full

of Thysanoessa sp. (Hartley and Fisher 1936). Jackson (1899:419-420)

found "shrimps", fish, pelecypod shells and brown algae in the stomachs

of nine birds. Only small crustaceans were present in the birds examined

by Kumlien (1879).
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Fish and invertebrates are probably the primary food during breeding.

Bateson and Plowright (1959) saw mostly fish and crustaceans being fed

to young. The two birds collected contained only arctic cod. Montague

(1926) found fish and carrion in the stomachs of birds collected at

breeding sites.

Although scavenging by Ivory Gulls has been recorded often in the

eastern Arctic (e.g. Lovenskiold 1964:271-272), there is no evidence

that such scavenging provides most of the diet throughout the year.

Much of the scavenging observed was on garbage and carrion provided by

man. Many species of gull will use such refuse, but there is no evidence

that scavenging by birds not associated with man is as frequent. Apparently,

the Ivory Gull's habit of rarely sitting on the water has reinforced the

view that it is unable to obtain food from the water and that scavenging

on carrion and feces constitutes the bulk of its feeding activity.

Montague (1926) surmised that fishes found in Ivory Gull stomachs were

not obtained from the water but were picked up after being dropped by

other birds. As this paper and previously published reports on stomach

contents show, the Ivory Gull does obtain much of its food from the

water.

The role that pack ice mammals play in providing food for the Ivory

Gull cannot be ascertained until regular observations of feeding activity

are made throughout the year in various regions; however the species

certainly is not as dependent on pack ice mammals as previous authors

have stated. Rather the Ivory Gull appears to feed primarly on fish and

invertebrates associated with the ice and to a lesser extent on the

feces and carcasses of mammals found at the pack ice edge.
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ROSS' GULL

Juvenile arctic cod were found in 79 percent of the Ross' Gull

stomachs collected at sea (Table 1). Otolith size was the same as in

the Ivory Gull. Because otoliths persist in the stomach for some time

the relative importance of arctic cod as a food item is probably exaggerated.

Amphipods were an important part of the diet in the Chukchi Sea, being

present in 54 percent of the stomachs. Apherusa glacialis was the most

abundant amphipod; one stomach contained 160, six contained between 40

and 90 and three contained less than 5. Three Anonyx nugax, two probable

Gammarus locusta and one Atylus bruggeni also were found. Four stomachs

contained ventral setae of an echiuroid worm. Echiuroids are benthic

organisms and are too large to be a food item for Ross' Gull even if

they floated to the surface. Walrus and bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus)

feed on echiuroids (John J. Burns pers. comm.) and it seems likely that

Ross' Gulls ingested the spines while feeding on feces. The setae are

highly chitinized and could pass through a pinniped digestive tract and

remain intact. One stomach contained five setae. A piece of coleopteran

exoskeleton present in one of the stomachs apparently had persisted from

the breeding season when insects are the primary food (Buturlin 1906).

Previous accounts of the pelagic feeding habits of the Ross' Gull are

rare. Collett and Nansen (1900) found the crustacean Hymenodora glacialis

and arctic cod in eight birds and Gammarus locusta in one.

Ross' Gulls collected from shore were feeding primarily on a

diverse assemblage of invertebrates (table 2). Arctic cod though

present in 57 percent of the stomachs was usually only represented by
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single skeletal elements. This differed from birds collected at sea

which frequently contained whole fish. Apherusa glacialis was present

in 71 percent of the stomachs though the number per stomach was less

than birds collected at sea; one stomach contained 35 and the rest had

less than 20 each. Chaetognaths though present in only 29 percent of

the stomachs were numerous in each there being 75 in one and 40 in the

other. The other invertebrates present in the stomachs were each

represented by less than five individuals. Sedge seeds present in one

stomach were being fed upon at the shoreline as indicated by a number of

seeds present in the esophagus.

At sea, Ross' Gulls fed primarily within 2-3 m of ice usually by

hovering and surface feeding. In more open water birds usually plunged

to the surface. When plunging to the surface little submersion of the

body would occur. Ross' Gulls were not attracted to the ship's garbage.

The only scavenging I observed was by a single bird feeding on walrus

feces on an ice floe.

Ross' Gulls observed feeding near shore were usually in or near

flocks of surface feeding Red Phalaropes (Phalaropus fulicarius) and

Sabine's Gull (Xema sabini). Such flocks were usually within 3 m of the

shoreline. Ross' Gulls associated with these flocks would feed by

contact dipping, plunging to the surface and wading at the water's edge.

In such situations Ross' Gulls appeared to be minimizing the amount of

time their plumage was in contact with the water. Birds plunging to the

surface would take flight a few seconds after hitting the water. Birds

wading in the water would avoid depths where they would have to swim.

Such behavior probably accounts for Dement'ev et al. (1969:487) and

Salomonsen (1972) stating that Ross' Gulls rarely, if ever, sit on
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saltwater. My observations at sea, however, show that sitting on water

is not uncommon.

DISCUSSION

Observations made during the period when the Ivory and Ross' Gulls

were collected at sea showed both species to be found more frequently at

the edge of the ice pack than in the open water south of it (Divoky

1972; Watson and Divoky 1972). The apparent reasons for this was the

abundance and availability of prey organisms associated with ice.

Arctic cod and Apherusa glacialis are both part of an under-ice fauna

that may be an important food source for several species of arctic

seabirds.

The under-ice biota is poorly known, and only fragmentary information

is available on its component species. Phytoplankton blooms occur in

and on the underside of sea ice (Apollonio 1961). At least in areas

with multi-year ice the phytoplankton associated with the ice supports

an under-ice zooplankton community. Amphipods are a major part of this

community and are found either swimming in the water directly below the

ice or clinging to its undersurface. Some amphipod species are found

under the ice only in winter and are dispersed by meltwater in spring

(Mohr and Geiger 1968). Others, including Apherusa glacialis, are found

under the ice throughout the year (MacGinitie 1955). Although the

arctic cod is found in open water away from the ice (Alverson and

Wilimovsky 1966; Quast 1974), it is common under the ice where it

evidently feeds on under-ice organisms.

The lack of techniques for quantitatively sampling the under-ice

fauna precludes comparison of prey densities between ice and open water

areas. Observations and sampling in the Chukchi Sea at the time the
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birds were collected does, however, allow some comments about the two

areas. Trawling in open water south of the pack ice showed that

arctic cod were uncommon in the upper 11 of water (Quast 1974). Conversely,

observations showed arctic cod were common in the surface waters next to

ice floes. Vertical plankton tows showed zooplankton to be scarce in

the water column both next to the ice and in open water (B. L. Wing in

prep.). That these plankton tows failed to sample the organisms associated

with the ice is indicated by their failure to catch Apherusa glacialis

which was so common in stomachs of Ross' Gulls from the same areas.

The prey organisms associated with the ice are probably easier for

birds to locate than surface organisms in open water. The ice acts as

a windbreak, and surface waters on the lee side are relatively calm,

providing increased visibility. Also, arctic cod swimming over underwater

ice shelves are highly visible from above.

Although the ice associated fauna is the major food source in fall

for the Ivory and Ross' Gull, the latter species is also seen at the

shore at Barrow (Gabrielson and Lincoln 1959:463) where chaetognaths,

crab zoea and other invertebrates are abundant. Ivory Gulls do not

utilize this food source and only are occasionally seen from land at

Barrow (Bailey 1948:247-248).

While both species are found primarily at the ice edge in the

Chukchi Sea in fall they differ in their association with ice during the

remainder of the year. Ivory Gulls are dependent on ice during the

breeding season. Breeding colonies are usually close to the pack ice or

glaciers. Glacier faces provide a concentration of organisms at the

water's surface due to upwelling of nutrient rich waters (Hartley and
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Fisher 1936; Hartley and Dunbar 1938). The importance of the ice to the

Ivory Gull during the breeding season is suggested by the observation of

Dalgety (1932) that the average clutch size was smaller in a year with

little ice than it was in a year with more ice. Montague (1926) believed

that adult birds fly to the pack ice for food for their young. Traditional

breeding colonies of the Ivory Gull may be deserted as a result of ice

disappearing from the area (Birkenmajer 1972).

In contrast to the Ivory Gull the Ross' Gull has no association

with the pack ice during breeding but nests on river deltas where the

primary food is insects. Immediately after breeding, however, Ross'

gulls move north to the pack ice (Buturlin 1906).

During the winter both species are associated with the pack ice but

occupy ecologically distinct areas. Ross' Gulls apparently winter

primarily in the Arctic Ocean (Bailey 1948:252) with only a small number

passing through the Bering Strait (Fay and Cade 1959). Ivory Gulls,

however, winter primarily at the ice edge in the Bering Sea with few, if

any, individuals remaining in the Arctic Ocean. Most of the ice in the

Arctic Ocean is multi-year ice and is capable of supporting a well-

developed under ice fauna. Almost all of the ice in the Bering Sea is

first year ice and while it supports an in and under ice plankton bloom

(McRoy and Goering 1974) it does not have time to develop ice associated

zooplankton and arctic cod populations. Thus, while Ross' Gulls probably

feed on the under ice fauna during the winter Ivory Gulls winter in an

area where the fauna is not present.

Primary productivity in the Bering Sea in winter is low except for

the phytoplankton bloom occurring in the ice and one occurring in the
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surface waters at the southern edge of the ice (McRoy and Goering 1974).

Because the bloom occuring in the ice is not available to grazing

zooplanktons the ice edge bloom is the only food source available to

zooplankton near the water's surface. While no sampling of fish or

zooplankton associated with this bloom has been conducted it seems

likely that organisms supported by the bloom provide food for the Ivory

Gull. This would explain the association of Ivory Gulls with the southern

edge of the Bering Sea ice (Divoky in prep.). In spring when the ice

begins to melt the phytoplankton in the ice is released into the water

making the ice edge bloom less important.

I thank the captains and crews of the U. S. Coast Guard icebreakers

Glacier and Staten Island for their assistance at sea. The Naval Arctic

Research Laboratory provided logistical support while at Barrow. R. J.

Boekelheide and D. D. Gibson provided valuable assistance in the field.

I am grateful to B. L. Wing and K. O. Coyle for identifying the invertebrates

and to J. C. Bartonek, J. J. Burns, F. H. Fay, C. P. McRoy, J. C. Quast

and G. E. Watson for critically reviewing the manuscript.
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TABLE 1. Frequency of occurrence of food items in stomachs of Ivory Gulls
and Ross' Gulls collected in the Chukchi Sea in fall.
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TABLE 2. Frequency of occurrence of food items in stomachs of Ross'
Gulls collected from land near Point Barrow, Alaska in early
September.
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Abstract. Shipboard surveys of marine birds were conducted from Long
Beach, California, to the vicinity of Point Barrow, Alaska, between 27

January and 6 December 1975 by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel,
contractees, and cooperators. Data were drawn from 21 "opportunistic"
cruises, 2,663 transect counts, and 416 station counts. Sixty-four
percent of the transect counts and 81 percent of the station counts were
made within regions identified for oil and gas leasing, with the remaining
counts being made in adjacent regions seaward or between lease areas,
and enroute between Alaska and both Washington and California.

Data on populations of birds, are summarized by species, month, and
oceanographic region in 165 tables. Monthly summaries of relative
densities of all birds in the Alaskan outer continental shelf regions
are depicted on 12 maps.

Distributional data are deemed inadequate to characterize the
avifauna and predict potential impacts in all OCS leasing area except in
possibly the Northeastern and Northwestern Gulf of Alaska regions.
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INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes observations of marine birds obtained

during 1975 by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel, contractees,

and collaborators while aboard ships in waters over Alaska's outer

continental shelf and when transiting between there and ports along

the west coast of the United States. Observations of marine birds

from aircraft are summarized in the companion report titled "Seasonal

distribution and abundance of marine birds: Part II. Aerial surveys".

A detailed analysis of bird distribution will be deferred until the

final report.

The objective of this research unit is to describe the seasonal

density distribution of marine birds in those portions of the Gulf of

Alaska, the Bering Sea, and the Beaufort Sea that have been identified

by the U.S. Department of the Interior for leasing and development of

their oil and gas potentials. This research unit considers only the
offshore environment and does not include species generally confined

to the nearshore and littoral habitats. It does not directly consider

the distribution of pelagic species when they occupy shoreline habitats

such as during the breeding season. The onshore distribution of
pelagic birds is summarized in a report on Research Unit No. 343.

Understanding the varied and complex patterns of distribution and

abundance for each of the nearly hundred species of migratory birds
that frequent the waters over the Alaskan outer continental shelf is
prerequisite to identifying their critical habitats and periods of
vulnerability and to providing clues as to their oftentimes less-than-
obvious relationships with the marine environment. This kind of
information is but a part of that required by natural resource manage-
ment agencies in order to eliminate, minimize, and mitigate adverse
impacts upon birds resulting from oil and gas development and all of
its ancilliary activities. This research unit addresses direct
impacts of development and does not measure potential indirect impacts
such as the effects resulting from changes in food chains, uptake of
harmful hydrocarbons, or the disturbance of nesting areas. Some such
effects, however, may be predicted or assumed.

CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

Published assessments of seasonal densities of birds in the
marine waters off the Alaskan coast are both scanty and patchy in
coverage. Shuntov (1961, 1962, 1963, 1966, 1968, 1972), with his
studies of birds in the northern North Pacific Ocean and the Bering
Sea, presents the most comprehensive and generalized pictures of bird
distribution and abundance in the ice-free waters concerned with outer
continental shelf development. Sanger (1972), using original data and
that of Shuntov, estimates the numbers and biomass of birds in various
oceanographic domains within the northern North Pacific Ocean and the
Bering Sea during summer and winter. Isleib and Kessel (1973) quali-
tatively and quantitatively characterized the avifauna of the northern
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Gulf of Alaska and Prince William Sound regions, emphasizing the onshore
and nearshore areas. Arnold (1948) quantitatively described the birds
seen while transiting between Kodiak, Unalaska, and Attu Islands during
a summer. Kuroda (1955, 1960) reported bird densities and oceanographic
relationships in the vicinity of the Kuril Islands and the western end
of the Aleutian Islands. Laing (1925) and Jacques (1930) provided
annotated remarks of birds seen while in the Bering Sea. Bartonek and
Gibson (1972) described bird distribution and abundance in Bristol Bay
during a summer. Irving et al. (1970) reported the wintering birds seen
along a short track of an ice-breaker in the Bering Sea ice. Swartz
(1967) and Watson and Divoky (1972) provided data on bird distribution
during mid- to late-summer in the Chukchi Sea. Frame (1973) and Watson
and Divoky (1975) describe the birds in the ice of the western Beaufort
Sea during late summer.

Some unpublished reports and unanalyzed data exists for birds in
these marine waters, but they are obviously not readily obtainable to
all potential users. Those data which lend themselves to incorporation
into our data system will be reported in subsequent reports upon receiving
permission of the investigators. Considerable information on bird
densities in Prince William Sound during four seasons of the year was
obtained by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel from 1973 through
1975; but the deathof Larry Haddock, principal investigator, while
making an aerial survey of marine birds has delayed the interpretation
and analysis of those data. King and McKnight (1969) and Montgomery
(1972) report bird densities in Bristol Bay during a fall and a spring,
respectively. Unanalyzed data on birds observed in the Bering Sea are
irregularly published with the oceanographic and fisheries records of
the RV Osharo Maru (Hokkaido University 1957). King et al. (1974)
provided quantitative assessments of the birds in the eastern Bering Sea
in a winter. Trapp (1975) reports bird densities in summer throughout
the Aleutian chain. Divoky (1972) described the birds of late summer in
the Chukchi Sea. Bartels (1971, 1973) described the bird populations
seen from shipboard and aerial surveys during summer in the Beaufort
Sea.

By and large all of the published and unpublished information on
the seasonal densities of birds at sea have been acquired from platforms
of opportunity. Since bird observers have almost "traditionally" been
aboard vessels on a noninterference basis, the observations have usually
been collected on a "haphazard" or "opportunistic" sampling scheme
during daylight hours. Few observers were able to repeat a survey along
the same cruise track at a later date, and even fewer observers could
designate the track to be taken. In general, the reports present
fragmentary information on bird distribution and densities from which
generalizations for even some of the more abundant and widely occurring
species would be improper.
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STUDY AREA

Observations of birds at sea as reported herein were made between
Long Beach, California, homeport of the U.S. Coast Guard ice-breakers
Glacier and Burton Island, and Point Barrow at the juncture of the
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas. Most observations, however, were made in the
Gulf of Alaska and in the southern and eastern Bering Sea. Specific
localities where data were obtained are identified in the "Results"
section. Shipboard observations in the pack ice of the Bering, Chukchi,
and Beaufort Seas were made during the first half of the contract year
under another U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service project (Research Unit
#330/196 - "The distribution, abundance and feeding ecology of birds
associated with the Bering Sea and Beaufort Sea pack ice") by George J.
Divoky, Principal Investigator, and Robert Boekelhide (Note: this
project was transferred to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game when
Divoky changed employment in October, 1975).

METHODS

Throughout 1975 opportunistic surveys of birds at sea were made
from both National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and U.S. Coast
Guard vessels when operating within the regions of concern or transiting
along probable tanker routes between west coast ports and Alaska. Since
no vessel had dedicated shiptime for these bird surveys, our observers
were aboard on a "noninterference basis" and the regions surveyed and
timing of surveys were dictated by other projects.

Table 1 is a log of field reports prepared by U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service personnel, contractees, and collaborators covering
their shipboard, aerial, and ground surveys during the periods 27
January to 6 December 1975 and 15 February to 31 March 1976. Data from
1975 field reports 2, 4, 5, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 28, 30, 31, 32, and 34 form the bases for this report.

Data are summarized by month for each of 32 regions (Figure 1).
These regions were subjectively delineated and represent, in part,
regions encompassing sedimentary basins that were identified by the U.S.
Department of the Interior as having potential for oil and gas develop-
ment, in part, political boundaries and, in part, regions having similar
oceanographic qualities. Data, however, can be retreived for analyses
using regions and time periods other than those that we selected.

Census data were collected on transects while the vessels were
underway and on stations when the vessels were either stationary or
drifting.

Census data from a single transect consisted of all birds observed
within 300 m from the side of the vessel that was most favorable for
viewing and within a 15-minute period. Data were collected and segre-
gated on bird occurrence within each of three 100-m wide zones (0-100,
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100-200, and 200-300 m), facilitating future evaluation of biases
resulting from the visibility of each species and from the behavior of

the birds with respect to the vessel.

Census data from a single station included all birds observed
within each of three concentric zones about the ship of either 0-100 m,
100-200 m, and 200-300 m or 0-200 m, 200-400 m, and 400-600 m soon as
the vessel came on to station. The number and kinds of birds observed
from the outer most concentric ring to the horizon were recorded but not
reported in this paper.

Census methods varied somewhat from cruise to cruise but especially
among those done before and those done after the standardization of
survey procedures. For the purposes of this report almost all data were
used, and treated equally. Data which are later determined to be of
questionable worth will be either adjusted or discarded for the final
report. The standardized procedures and data sheets are contained in
the program work statement for this research unit (Lensink and Bartonek
1975).

Data in this report are expressed as occurrence (number of transects
or stations in which that species was seen), percent occurrence (per-
centage of all transects or stations in which a species was seen),
number of birds within a transect or station, and number of birds within
a transect or station per km2 . A footnote to each table of census data
identifies those field reports (Table.1) contributing to the data set.

Matt Kirchhoff and Mark Phillips compiled the data for this report,
and Art Sowls and Matt Kirchhoff prepared the maps of monthly density
distribution.

RESULTS

Shipboard surveys of marine birds were conducted from Long Beach,
California, to the vicinity of Point Barrow, Alaska, between 27 January
and 6 December 1975 by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel,
contractees, and cooperators. Data were drawn from 21 "opportunistic"
cruises (Table 1), 2,663 transect counts (Table 2) and 416 station
counts (Table 3). Sixty-four percent (n = 1,700) of the transect counts
and 81 percent (n = 337) of the station counts were made within regions
identified by the U.S. Department of the Interior as being outer
continental shelf areas under consideration for oil and gas leasing,
i.e., Beaufort Basin, Bristol Bay, Hope Basin, Kodiak Basin, Lower Cook
Inlet, Navarin Basin, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, Northwest Gulf of
Alaska, St. George Basin, and Umnak Basin (Maps 1 and 2). Other ship-
board surveys by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel in the Chukchi
and Beaufort Seas are reported under RU #330/196. Twenty-two percent (n
= 583) of the transect counts and 19 percent (n = 79) of the station
counts were made in regions adjacent to the aforenamed regions of
leasing, with the remaining 14 percent (n = 380) of the transect counts
being made while transiting between Alaska and ports in Washington and
California.
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Data on birds, by species, month, and region, as obtained by
transect counts and station counts are presented in Tables 4-123 and
124-169, respectively. Monthly summaries of relative densities
of birds within blocks of 10 minutes of latitude and 10 minutes of
longitude as determined by shipboard transect counts are presented in
Maps 3-14.

The opportunistic shipboard surveys of birds resulted in regional
and seasonal patchiness in our data. Combined data for the Northwest
Gulf of Alaska and the Northeast Gulf of Alaska regions provides the
best year-round picture of bird densities of all regions reported; but
January, March, July, August, and December are months of greatest data
deficiency (Tables 45-52, 54-63, 143-149, 150-158). Data for the Kodiak
Basin region provides irregular spatial coverage from May through
November (Tables 30-36, 138-141). St. George Basin has reasonably good
spatial and temporal coverage from May through November (Tables 107-113
and 161-165), but data from winter and spring are absent. The Bristol
Bay region has irregular spatial coverage from June through November
(Tables 11-16, 130-132). The Norton Basin region in July and September
(Table 44) and the Hope Basin region in September (Tables 29 and 137)
were traversed by icebreakers to and from unsuccessful cruises (because
of ice conditions) in the Beaufort Sea. The Navarin Basin region, but
not the sedimentary basin itself, was traversed at its eastern edge from
June through September (Tables 40-43 and 142). Although the Umnak Basin
region was irregularly traversed from May through November usually by
vessels going into Unalaska, data were collected over the sedimentary
basin (Eastern Aleutian Shelf) only in September (Tables 119-123, 168 and
169). Limited data were collected from the southernmost portion of the
Lower Cook Inlet region from September through November (Tables 37-39).

Despite the patchiness of the opportunistic surveys Maps 3-14
of monthly bird densities portray some expected results. Bird densities
during any month tended to be greater over the outer continental shelf
regions than over the oceanic regions. Limited data from January and
February in the Gulf of Alaska suggested that bird densities were
greatest at the shelf edge than over either the outer continental shelf
or oceanic region. [Note: The value of the nearshore waters and
littoral zone to many kinds and numbers of birds must not be overlooked
in these generalized statements, recognizing that all surveys reported
herein were made from vessels which seldom come close to these habitats
except when entering a port.] Bird densities increased from early
spring through summer and from south to north with the onset of migra-
tion and decreased with the return migration in fall. Unimak and
Akutan Passes had consistently high densities of birds. Densities in
excess of 1,000 birds/km² first occurred in April and May in the Gulf of
Alaska and then occurred from June through October in the Bristol Bay,
St. George Basin, Umnak Basin, and Alaska Peninsula South regions.
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DISCUSSION

Detailed analyses of density distribution of birds by species, by
month, and by region with respect to impacts related to OCS development
are being deferred until the final report when ADP methods will be used
instead of the hand-processing of data as used in this report.

Our continued refinement and standardization of both techniques
should imporve the reliability of future counts. All persons who have
censused birds at sea, whether from a vessel, aircraft, or the coast-
line, are acutely cognizant of the inherent biases in the various
techniques and of their own fallability when it comes to identifying an
unfamiliar species or a familiar species under unfavorable conditions or
sorting out and estimating numbers in the often enormous mixed flocks of
shearwaters, fulmars and storm petrels.

Of the two techniques employed, we believe that the transect method
can be used to estimate absolute values of density while the station
method should only be used to provide indicies to density.

CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions are not being made at this time since data gaps are
plentiful and analyses have been only cursory.

NEEDS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Data on bird densities as obtained from shipboard surveys are both
spatially and seasonally deficient for Lower Cook Inlet, Umnak Basin,
Navarin Basin, Norton Basin, Hope Basin, and Beaufort Basin. Seasonal
information is deficient for Kodiak Basin, Bristol Bay Basin and St.
George Basin. Except for the Northeastern and Northwestern Gulf of
Alaska regions the present data base is not deemed adequate to charac-
terize bird population over or adjecent to the sedimentary basins
identified by the U.S. Department of the Interior for leasing; and,
therefore, they are insufficient for predicting all impacts from the
proposed Federal action.

SUMMARY OF 4th Quarter OPERATIONS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel have conducted opportunistic
shipboard surveys aboard NOAA vessels R/V Moana Wave, Discoverer,
Surveyor, and Miller Freeman during the 4th quarter (Table 1). Personnel
were not put aboard the R/V Surveyor during legs of the cruise near the
ice-edge since bird observations were being made by George J. Divoky,
(RU #330/196), and our involvement would have resulted in duplicative
efforts. Observations obtained during the 4th and the 5th (July-September)
quarters will substantially improve the spacial and seasonal distribution
of censuses.
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Major effort during the 4th quarter will be devoted toward placing
of all data in computer formats for storage in the Environmental Data
Service and as an essential step for ADP processing and analysis of data
during the 5th quarter.
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Table 1. Log of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reports covering shipboard, aerial, and land surveys of

marine birds, 1972-76.
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Table 2. Distribution of effort for censusing marine birds by the shipboard transect method, 1975.



Table 2. (continued)



Table 3. Distribution of effort for censusing marine birds by the shipboard station method, 1975.



Table 3. (continued)



Table 4. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, May 1975.



Table 4. Continued.
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Table 5. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, June 1975.
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Table 6. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, July 1975.
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Table 7. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, August 1975.
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Table 8. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, September 1975.
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Table 9. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, October 1975.
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Table 10. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Alaska Peninsula South, November 1975.
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Table 11. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Bristol Bay Basin, June 1975.
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Table 12. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Bristol Bay Basin, July 1975.
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Table 13. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Bristol Bay Basin, August 1975.
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Table 14. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Bristol Bay Basion, September 1975.
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Table 15. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Bristol Bay Basin, October 1975.
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Table 16. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Bristol Bay Basin, November 1975.
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Table 17. Bird observations on shipboard transects, British Columbia Shelf, January 1975.
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Table 18. Bird observations on shipboard transects, British Columbia Shelf, May 1975.



Table 18. Continued.
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Table 19. Bird observations on shipboard transects, British Columbia Shelf, June 1975.



Table 19. Continued.
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Table 20. Bird observations on shipboard transects, British Columbia Shelf, July 1975.
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Table 21. Bird observations on shipboard transects, British Columbia Shelf, August 1975.



Table 21. Continued.
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Table 22. Bird observations on shipboard transects, British Columbia Shelf, December 1975.



Table 22. Continued.
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Table 23. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Eastern Central Bering Sea, June 1975.
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Table 24. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Eastern Central Bering Sea, July 1975.
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Table 25. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Eastern Central Bering Sea, August 1975.
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Table 26. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Eastern Central Bering Sea, September 1975.
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Table 27. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Eastern Central Bering Sea, October 1975.
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Table 28. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Eastern Central Bering Sea, November 1975.
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Table 29. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Hope Basin, September 1975.
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Table 30. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, May 1975.
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Table 31. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, June 1975.
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Table 32. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, July 1975.
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Table 33. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, August 1975.
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Table 34. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, September 1975.
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Table 35. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, October 1975.
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Table 36. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Kodiak Basin, November 1975.
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Table 37. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Lower Cook Inlet, September 1975.
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Table 38. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Lower Cook Inlet, October 1975.



Table 38. Continued.
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Table 39. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Lower Cook Inlet, November 1975.



Table 39. Continued.



Table 39. Continued.



Table 40. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Navarin Basin, June 1975.
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Table 41. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Navarin Basin, July 1975.
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Table 42. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Navarin Basin, August 1975.
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Table 43. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Navarin Basin, September 1975.
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Table 44. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Norton Basin, September 1975.
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Table 45. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, February 1975.
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Table 46. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, April 1975.
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Table 47. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, May 1975.
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Table 48. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, June 1975.
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Table 49. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, August 1975.
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Table 50. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, September 1975.
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Table 51. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, October 1975.
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Table 52. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, November 1975.
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Table 53. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northern California Shelf, July 1975.
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Table 54. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, February 1975.
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Table 55. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, March 1975.
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Table 56. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, April 1975.
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Table 57. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, May 1975.
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Table 58. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, June 1975.
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Table 59. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, August 1975.
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Table 60. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, September 1975.
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Table 61. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, October 1975.
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Table 62. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, November 1975.
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Table 63. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Northwest Gulf 
of Alaska, December 1975.
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Table 65. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Aleutians, September 1975.
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Table 66. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Alaska Peninsula, September 1975.
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Table 67. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Alaska Peninsula, November 1975.
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Table 68. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, January 1975.
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Table 69. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, March 1975.
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Table 70. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, May 1975.
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Table 71. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, June 1975.
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Table 72. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, July 1975.
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Table 73. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, August 1975.
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Table 74. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, September 1975.
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Table 75. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic British Columbia, November 1975.
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Table 76. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, January 1975.
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Table 77. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, March 1975.
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Table 78. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, May 1975.
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Table 79. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, June 1975.
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Table 80. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, July 1975.
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Table 81. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, August 1975.
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Table 82. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Gulf of Alaska, November 1975.
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Table 83. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Northern California, July 1975.
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Table 84. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Northern California, September 1975.
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Table 85. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Oregon, July 1975.
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Table 86. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Oregon, September 1975.
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Table 87. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Southern California, September 1975.
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Table 88. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic South Kodiak, August 1975.
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Table 89. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic South Kodiak, September 1975.
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Table 90. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic South Kodiak, November 1975.
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Table 91. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Oceanic Washington, July 1975.
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Table 92. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Prince William Sound, April 1975.
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Table 93. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Prince William Sound, May 1975.
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Table 94. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Prince Willism Sound, June 1975.
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Table 95. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Prince William Sound, September 1975.
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Table 96. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Prince William Sound, October 1975.
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Table 97. Bird observations on shipboard transects, South Central Bering Sea, May 1975.
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Table 98. Bird observations on shipboard transects, South Central Bering Sea, June 1975.
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Table 99. Bird observations on shipboard transects, South Central Bering Sea, September 1975.
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Table 100. Bird observations on shipboard transects, South Central Bering Sea, October 1975.
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Table 101. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Southern California Shelf, July 
1975.
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Table 102. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Southern California Shelf, September 1975.
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Table 103. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Southeast Alaska Shelf, August 1975.
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Table 104. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Southeast Alaska Shelf, September 1975.
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Table 105. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Southeast Alaska 
Shelf, October 1975.
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Table 106. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Southeast Alaska Shelf, December 1975.
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Table 107.Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, May 1975.
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Table 108. Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, June 1975.
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Table 109. Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, July 1975.
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Table 110. Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, August 1975.
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Table 111. Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, September 1975.
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Table 112. Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, October 1975.
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Table 113. Bird observations on shipboard transects, St. George Basin, November 1975.
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Table 114 .Bird observations on shipboard transects, Shelikof Strait, May 1975.
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Table 115.Bird observations on shipboard transects, Shelikof Strait, August 1975.
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Table 116. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Shelikof Strait, October 1975.
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Table 117. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Shelikof Strait, November 1975.
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Table 118. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Transitional North Pacific, September 1975.
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Table 119. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Tmnak Basin, May 1975.
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Table 120. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Umnak Basin, July 1975.
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Table 121. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Umnak Basin, August 1975.
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Table 122. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Umnak Basin, September 1975.
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Table 123. Bird observations on shipboard transects, Umnak Basin, November 
1975.
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Table 124. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Alaska Peninsula South, May 1975.
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Table 125. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Alaska Peninsula South, July 1975.
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Table 126. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Alaska Peninsula South, August 1975.
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Table 127. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Alaska Peninsula South, September 1975.
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Table 128. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Alaska Peninsula South, October 1975.
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Table 129. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Alaska Peninsula South, November 1975.
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Table 130. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Bristol Bay Basin, July 1975.
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Table 131. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Bristol Bay Basin, September 1975.
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Table 132. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Bristol Bay Basin, October 1975.
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Table 133. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Eastern Central Bering Sea, August 1975.
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Table 134. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Eastern Central Bering Sea, September 1975.
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Table 135.Bird observations on shipboard stations, Eastern Central Bering Sea, October 1975.
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Table 136.Bird observations on shipboard stations, Eastern Central Bering Sea, November 1975.
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Table137. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Hope Basin, September 1975.
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Table 138. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Kodiak Basin, August 1975.
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Table 139. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Kodiak Basin, September 1975.
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Table 140. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Kodiak Basin, October 1975.
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Table 141. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Kodiak Basin, November 1975.
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Table 142. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Navarin Basin, September 1975.
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Table 143. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, February 1975.
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Table 144. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, April 1975.
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Table 145. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, May 1975.
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Table 146. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, June 1975.
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Table 147. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, September 1975.
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Table 148. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, October 1975.
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Table 149. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northeast Gulf of Alaska, November 1975.
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Table 150. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, February 1975.
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Table 151. Bird observations on shipboard ststions, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, April 1975.
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Table 152. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, May 1975.
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Table 153. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, June 1975.
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Table 154. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, August 1975.
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Table 155. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, September 1975.
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Table 156. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, October 1975.
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Table 157. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, November 1975.
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Table 158. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Northwest Gulf of Alaska, December 1975.
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Table 159. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Oceanic Alaska Peninsula, September 1975.
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Table 160. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Prince William Sound, October 1975.
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Table 161. Bird observations on shipboard stations, St. George Basin, July 1975.
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Table 162. Bird observations on shipboard stations, St. George Basin, August 1975.
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Table 163. Bird observations on shipboard stations, St. George Basin, September 1975.
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Table 164. Bird observations on shipboard stations, St. George Basin, October 1975.
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Table 165.Bird observations on shipboard stations, St. George Basin, November 1975.
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Table 166. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Shelikof Strait, May 1975.
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Table 167. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Shelikof Strait, September 1975.
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Table 168. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Umnak Basin, July 1975.
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Table 169. Bird observations on shipboard stations, Umnak Basin, August 1975.
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Map 1. Oceanographic regions for which bird survey data are summarized.



Map 2. Outer continental shelf areas under consideration for leasing (from U.S.D.I. News Release, BLM,
November 14, 1974, "BLM announces new tentative OCS lease sale schedule through 1978").



Map 3. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km
2 , January 1975.



Map 4. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km2, February 1975.



Map 5. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km2, March 1975.



Map 6. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km2 , April 1975.



.Map 7. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km2 , May 1975.



Map 8. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km2, June 1975.



Map 9. Shipboard transects showing density ofbirds per Km2, July 1975.



Map 10. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km
2 , August 1975.



Map 11. Shipboard transects showing density of birds per Km
2 , September 1975.
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